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Abstract

The paper proposes an advanced Multilevel Analytics Model –MAM-, applied on a specific case of study referring to a research project involving an industry mainly working in roadside assistance service (ACI Global S.p.A.). In the first part of the paper are described the initial specifications of the research project by addressing the study on information system architectures explaining knowledge gain, decision making and data flow automatism applied on the specific case of study. In the second part of the paper is described in details the MAM acting on different analytics levels, by describing the first analyzer module and the second one involving data mining and analytical model suitable for strategic marketing e business intelligence –BI-. The analyzer module is represented by graphical dashboards useful to understand the industry business trend and to execute main decision making. The second module is suitable to understand deeply services trend and clustering by finding possible correlations between the variables to analyze. For the data mining processing has been applied the Rapid Miner workflows of K-Means clustering and the Correlation Matrix. The second part of the paper is mainly focused on analytical models representing phenomena such as vehicle accidents and fleet car sharing trend, which can be correlated with strategic car services. The proposed architectures and models represent methodologies and approaches able to improve strategic marketing and –BI- advanced analytics following ‘Frascati’ research guidelines. The MAM model can be adopted for other cases of study concerning other industry applications. The originality of the paper is the scientific methodological approach used to interpret and read data, by executing advanced analytical models based on data mining algorithms which can be applied on industry database systems representing knowledge base.
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1. INTRODUCTION: BI SPECIFICATIONS AND MAM FRAMING

In this section is reported the state of the art concerning the main specifications of the industry project within has been applied the research approaches and methodologies. Concerning strategic marketing and business intelligence –BI-, the industry cost analysis is relevant. The costs can be classified in [1]:

• Conventionally calculable costs;
• Potentially hidden costs;
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• External costs of the company.

Therefore, the costs represent a starting point of analysis to keep under control. This is possible by adopting an efficient information system able to utilizes automatically the knowledge base – KB -. The cost analysis should follow the logic of the marketing expansion (for example by considering future service costs associated with innovative car technologies such as electric cars and hybrid ones [2]). An aspect of considerable interest for the efficiency of a BI model, is also the social communication [3]. In this context, the social network could also be used in order to analyze marketing trends by validating the outputs of the BI models. Another communication tool that is increasingly useful for companies is mobile marketing [4]. In this direction, it is interesting to analyze the impact of company mobile apps in order to find important input data for analytics. Methodologies and approaches for Business Performance Management – BPM -, can be formulated by performance indicators (key performance indicators – KPIs -), and by reading properly graphical dashboards suitable for the decision making process. The BPM is based on the concept of data integration and is characterized by the following four sub-phases [5]:

1. strategize;
2. plan;
3. monitor;
4. act and adjust.

The BPM model is therefore an advanced BI requiring information integration and a correct choice of data [6]. The BI is therefore based on information management systems [7], where the highest level of complexity is represented by the data mining. For this purpose data mining algorithms could be adopted for a second advanced level of analysis. Data mining therefore plays a key role in BI decision making [8], which is why the relative outputs will be of greater value when compared to the outputs of the first level of analysis. Other important variables which could play an important role for strategic marketing [9] are:

• company objectives;
• resources and capabilities;
• information system;
• company network;
• information about competitors;
• information about customers;
• updating of government laws.

A concept associable with that of BI is the marketing intelligence – MI - [10]. Recent studies [11] have shown a BI architecture system consisting of several inputs [11], including customer relationship management – CRM - inputs, whose data may be of particular importance for an advanced analytics performed by data mining algorithms [12]. Also the surrounding environment variables [13] and the big data systems [14] could play an important role in BI analytics. Concerning the information integration concept, it is important to design an information system able to integrate multiple information channels [15], and to analyze system errors [16]. Another topic still useful for the analysis is the logistics [17]. Finally, clustering and the classification of accidents [18]-[19] could instead be an alternative approach to understand the need of assistance services. Both clustering and classification can be obtained through specific data mining algorithms such as k-means [20]. The concept of classification could also be extended to the services classification [21]. Following the main specification of the state of the art has been formulated the architecture layout of Fig. 1 representing a model developing BI analytics for a specific case of study. The proposed model is named multilevel analytics model – MAM -, and consists of the following two levels of analysis modeled by two blocks in cascade connection:
• the first level analysis (level I) represented by the "Analyzer" module: this level allows the input data analysis (display phases, data visualization and graphical interpretation according to the traditional BI analytics model), the data pre-processing, and data normalization (data processing useful for the second level analysis);

• the second level analysis (level II): this level allows the implementation of analytical models, data mining workflows, and data mining algorithms.

The MAM model potentially could provide:

• efficiency indicators processing data of the information systems and of open data systems;
• deeply analysis of results of adopted strategies;

• information about strategic marketing associated with car service industry;

• information about customer behavior, customer segmentation, and customer sentiment [22];

• effect of the environment variables on the BI and on services;

• other information;

Data processes and data systems suitable for the pre-analysis phase of the first level analysis are:

• formulation of procedures oriented on managing the industry activities evaluating their consistency over time (this aspect could direct the BI operations to reduce the services costs by refining prices);

• formulation of processes related the optimization and the standardization of heterogeneous databases thus facilitating customer service analyses (database system integration operation and data process automatism);

• basic reporting for BI analysis;

• customer data processing (useful to have a precise control on the quality of provided services increasing efficiency);

• system able to expresses the ability to promptly identify the most suitable delegate centers to offer a service to the customer as quickly as possible;

• system for the automated management of platforms and data thus allowing the development of related inter-application interfaces;

• Enterprise Content Management –ECM- data system, allowing a quick access to archived practices thus ensuring the ability to historicize and recover all the activities carried out for the customers about the number and the importance of interventions;

• e-commerce data processing useful to analyze additional sales data associated with electronic commerce;

• technology transfer element provided by e-learning facilities able to optimize the knowledge level of the project improvements.
In the proposed paper are discussed part of the initial project specifications. In particular the work is structured as follows:

- is described the framework within has been developed the MAM by showing the main system architectures embedding different upgrading information system facilities and the ‘Frascati’ concepts enabling the research topics;
- are provided some project implementations explaining the knowledge gain concept by showing data process and data automatism about management of service practice,
- are designed and executed MAM for different variables of the integrated database system such as amount clustering, car accidents and fleet sharing.

2 Frascati R&D Guidelines: Matching with Project Specifications

The research activities follow the R&D guidelines discussed in ‘Frascati’ manual [23]. According with the scheme of Fig. 2 the MAM architecture of Fig. 1 is located on the level 4 of the knowledge gain (maximum level). The data systems listed in the previous paragraphs concern mainly level 2 and level 3 of the model of Fig.2 and are necessary to improve knowledge gain. By means of information infrastructures such as Enterprise Service Bus –ESB- [24]-[26] it possible to solve conflicts between hardware and software tools and to integrate data coming from different technologies and structured in different formats. In particular data mining algorithms represent “new or more efficient algorithms based on new techniques” ([23] pag. 66: concept of software included in R&D), besides analytical models of the module 2 mainly represent a basic research improving “relationships with a view to formulating and testing hypotheses” ([23] pag. 50: basic research), and related to the following topics: “Economists conducting abstract research in economic theory that focuses on whether a natural equilibrium exists in a market economy. The development of new risk theories” ([23] pag. 56). The task implemented for a specific R&D framework are performed by “researchers may be involved fully or partially in different types of activities (e.g. basic or applied research, experimental development, operating research equipment, project management, etc.) in any sector of the economy” ([23] pag. 162), by “developing concepts, theories, models, techniques, instrumentation, software and operational methods”, by “gathering, processing, evaluating, analysing, and interpreting research data”, by “evaluating the results of investigations and experiments and positing conclusions using different techniques and models”, by “applying principles, techniques and processes to develop or improve
practical applications”, by “planning, directing and coordinating the R&D activities of institutions that provide related services to other organisations” and by “preparing scientific papers and reports” ([23] pag. 162). In order to experiment the new theories and the new models it is important to improve before the knowledge base by implementing different software and database systems able to provide information and data to process (see level 2 of Fig. 2). In the next paragraphs will be shown some important steps proving the alignment of the implementations with the ‘Frascati’ R&D guidelines. The architecture of Fig. 2 is a results of different joint projects developed in ACI Global spa.

Figure 2. Knowledge Base Gain concept in ACI Global S.p.A. and four levels model upgrading KB (SW means software): data integration concept.

3. Decision Making Concept and Examples of Data Flow Automatisms

The knowledge gain represented in Fig. 2 can be achieved by means of data processing of independent variables and of dependent variables. Specifically, gain factors $F$ can be reached by data mining processes (level 4 of Fig. 2), by means of automatism of the knowledge base (level 2 and 3 of Fig. 2), by management of database systems (level 3 of Fig. 2), and by customer data processing (level 2 and level 3 of Fig. 2). The decision making process and the marketing decisions can be the result of all the gain factors attainment: the BI goal can be achieved by processing all the dependent variables correlating the knowledge gain factors. An example of data automatism is represented by the Unified Modeling Language –UML- diagram of Fig. 4, involving different actors working for the quick assistance services (Pronto Assistance System –PAS-). The system is mainly characterized by the following features:
• service for the insertion of the intervention via webservices;
• reading service of a specific intervention through webservices;
• service of reading a list of interventions through webservices;
• periodically executed clients for the notification to PAS of the most recent interventions;
• updating of the interventions (new fields in AS400 database systems);
• timeout status management for interventions.

Knowledge Gain Factors F
(Independent Variables)

F1: Data Mining
F2: Knowledge Management/Automatism
F3: Database Availability/Database Management/Data Storage
F4: Customer Relationship Management

Goal
(Dependent Variables)

Marketing Decision (Decision Making)

Figure 3. Knowledge gain factors Fi and BI/strategic marketing goal.

Figure 4. Architecture of competitor management model (level 2 and level 3 of Fig. 2, F2 factor of Fig.3).
As other examples of data flow automatism, in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are illustrated the UML sequence diagram and the state diagram of the practice automated process improved into the industry information system, respectively. In Table 1 are listed the functions illustrated in Fig. 6 describing the data flow process.

![Figure 5. UML sequence diagram related the practice automatism.](image1)

![Figure 6. UML state diagram of the practice status.](image2)
Table 1. Practice status illustrated in Fig. 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAS gate status</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Output status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE-PRACTICE</td>
<td>Sending the request</td>
<td>Taking charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>The practice is taken in charge by the Supplier. Data returned by the supplier: possible updates of locations, intervention times and place of destination.</td>
<td>Taking charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPIRED</td>
<td>The practice is not managed within the established time out</td>
<td>Timeout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECTED</td>
<td>The practice is canceled on the supplier's system</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSED</td>
<td>The rescue vehicle unloaded the vehicle at the first destination (rescue occurred). Data returned by the supplier: detention location, intervention times and first final destination.</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLETED</td>
<td>The mission is available for the acceptance or for contestation of mission costs. Data returned by the supplier (all destinations including the last one and mission costs).</td>
<td>Managed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decision making processes and the data flow automatism support the industry performance and the BI.

4. MULTILEVEL ANALYTICS MODEL (MAM)

In this section is discussed how the decision making can be performed by the MAM model of Fig. 1 by proposing different applications and data processing involving different variables. The dataset used for the MAM model of paragraph 4.1 and 4.2 is hypothetical: according to car services structured into central services and external services has been created a dataset reproducing an hypothetical trend of amount of services. The dataset of paragraph 4.3 is extracted by real data found in ANIASA open data [27].

4.1 Analyzer Module (analytics level 1)

A first level of decision making process can be performed by the analyzer module. By using the Rapid Miner graphical user interface –GUI- it is possible to filter and pre-process data by neglecting empty fields, by adding values or by managing columns and rows of the dataset to process. In this way it is possible to process the data related to a specific process thus optimizing the statistic analytics, and focusing the attention on specific variables. In Fig. 7 are illustrated two cases of workflows allowing level 1 analytics by means of Rapid Miner dashboards. In the proposed example the analyzer module plots simulated amounts (variable “IMPORTO”) versus the months, allowing to analyze the amount trend during the time (see output of Fig. 8).
Figure 7. Rapid Miner workflow: analyser module workflow configurations (level 1 analytics).

Figure 8. Rapid Miner ‘Scatter’ dashboard: graphical dashboard illustrating simulation results about amount trend versus month variable.
4.2 Module 2 (analytics level 2)

In order to perform a precise analysis, data should be cleaned, filtered or pre-processed by the analyzer module, and, successively, processed by the second module executing data mining algorithms. This data process is representative of the MAM model which is simplified by the Rapid Miner workflows of Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b), where simulation data filtered by the module 1 are processed by a k-means clustering algorithm (module 2).

Figure 9. (a),(b) Rapid Miner workflow interconnecting module 1 (level 1 analytics) and module 2 (level 2 analytics): MAM model basic workflow layout.

The workflow outputs of Fig. 10 illustrate the K-Means clusters (K=3) by analysing the simulated variables “IMPORTO” (amount of external services) and “IMPORTO CENTRALE” (amount regarding central services).
Figure 10. Clustering results of the K-Means algorithm.

In Fig. 10 is shown a first cluster (cluster_2) related to lower amounts, a second one associated with medium amounts (cluster_1), and a third one of higher amounts. The plot of Fig. 11 provides more information about the amount distribution of Fig. 10: in Fig. 11 are distinguished better the clusters by showing how the main service activities are mainly unrelated from the generic ones (only the cluster_2 groups aggregates similar features of services).

Figure 11. Clustering results of the K-Means algorithm.

The examples of Fig.10 and Fig. 11 enhance how it is possible to analyse the same output by different point of view simply by considering different dashboards.
4.3 Advanced Analytical model: accidents and car sharing models

Following ‘Frascati’ theory the MAM model has been implemented involving researchers and analysts in the economy sector of car services. In Fig. 12 is illustrated the same model of Fig. 1 matched with the methodological approach based on the application of an analytical model.

The analytical model is modeled by the following generic equation:

\[ Y_i = a + b_i X_i + u_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( a \) is a constant representing the intersection with the \( y \)-axis, \( b_i \) are the angular coefficients provided by the regression line, \( X_i \) are the input variables, \( Y_i \) is the model output, and the pedix \( i \) represents the geolocalization.

4.3.1 Vehicle accident model

The vehicle accidents phenomena in Italy (ANIASA open data [27]) are important to understand the rescue service evolution trend. The model which estimates the accidents origin is performed by defining the following input variables:

- \( Total\_Car\_Number \): number of cars used in Italy;
- \( Population\_Age \): age of drivers;
- \( Education\_Title \): education title of drivers;
- \( Poverty\_Index \): generic index of poverty of Italian population;
- \( Gender\_Diversification \): a measure of gender discrimination;
- \( Gini\_Index \): a measure of income inequality;
- \( Transport\_regulations \): binary value of dummy variables.

The model is provided by the following equation:

\[ Y_i = Accidents_i = a + b_1 (Total\_Car\_Number)_i + b_2 (Population\_Age)_i + b_3 (Education\_Title)_i + b_4 (Poverty\_Index)_i + b_5 (Gender\_Diversification)_i + b_6 (Gini\_Index)_i + b_7 (Transport\_regulations)_i + u_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
By defining the following input variables it is possible to obtain the regression line of the probability of accidents (PrAccidents) and of the accident discrimination (AccidentDiscrimination):

- **DriverData**: grouping data about demography regarding drivers;
- **Demography**: grouping data about whole Italian population;
- **Sociality**: quality of social life;
- **PublicTransport**: presence of public transport (train, bus, etc.);
- **TransportPublicExpenditure**: total expenditure of public transport;
- **TotalAccidentNumber**: total number of accidents;
- **Mortal_Accidents**: total number of mortal accidents;
- **Deads**: number of deads in accidents;
- **Wounded**: number of wounded in accidents.

The models processing the above listed variables are described by equation (3) and equation (4).

\[
Y_i = PrAccidents_i = a + b_1 (Driver\_Data)_i + b_2 (Demography)_i + b_3 (Sociality) + b_4 (PublicTransport)_i + b_5 (TransportPublicExpenditure)_i + u_i
\]  
(3)

\[
Y_i = Accident\_Discrimination = a + b_1 (Total\_Accident\_Number) + b_2 (Mortal\_Accidents) + b_3 (Deads) + b_4 (Wounded) + c
\]  
(4)

The probability of accidents and the accident discrimination can impact on services number and on service classifications (rescue services). The analytical model shows that the number of rescue service can increase with the total number of vehicles.

### 4.3.2 Fleet car sharing model

In this section are described the analytical model concerning car sharing. The theoretical model executes the following independent variables (X):

- **LocalDemand**: demand in the city of the car sharing service
- **PollutionReduction**: pollution reduction due to the reduction of travelling vehicles;
- **CongestionReduction**: reduction of traffic congestion;
- **GeneralMobility**: optimization of general mobility.
- **MarketEconomy**: profit area of car sharing firms;
- **PublicEconomy**: public firms working in car sharing;
- **PublicGoods**: public goods characterized by absence of rivalry and positive externalities;
- **Cooperation**: not for profits firms;
- **NegativeExternalitiesResuction**: reduction in negative externalities associated with reduction in pollution;
- **ReductionofLegalDisputeCost**: reduction of legal dispute due to a more law coherent drivers behavior;
- **PublicExpenditureReductionForIncentives**: reduction of individual incentives devoted to change driver behavior;
- **SocialCapitalCreation**: increasing in the level of human capital and civil behavior of drivers;
- **RelationalCapital**: developing relationships among citizens and drivers;
ConfidenceCreation: level increasing of confidence about mobility;
ProfitsFleets: car sharing profits for fleets (Euro as money units);
AverageRentalPrice: average price for a rent (see Fig. 13 indicating a decrease associated with an increase of rental number);
RentalAverageDuration: average duration of a rent;
RentalDays: total number of days for fleet rent;
AverageFleetUse%: value expressed in percentage of the average use of the shared fleet;
Employees: number of employees related to the industries working in car sharing (see Fig. 14 indicating a reduction of employees number associated with an increase of average rental price);
RentalNumber: total number of car rentals;
AveragePriceRentalDays: average price for a fleet rental day.

The model providing the car sharing values is performed by:

\[ Y_i = \text{CarSharingValue} = a_1 + b_1 \text{LocalDemand} + b_2 \text{PollutionReduction} + b_3 \text{CongestionReduction} + b_4 \text{GeneralMobility} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

This model could provide useful information about a strategic marketing about car sharing service.

The analytical model describing the market structure embedding car sharing is provided by:

\[ Y_i = \text{CarSharingEconomics} = a_1 + b_1 \text{MarketEconomy} + b_2 \text{PublicEconomy} + b_3 \text{Cooperation} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The market structure is important to understand to rule of profits firms, public institutions and not profit organizations (generic market structure). The following model delivers the specific rule of the public component in the market structure:

\[ Y_i = \text{PublicCarSharingEconomics} = a_1 + b_1 \text{PublicGoods} + b_2 \text{NegativeExternalitiesReduction} + b_3 \text{ReductionOfLegalDisputeCost} + b_4 \text{PublicExpenditureReductionForIncentives} + b_5 \text{SocialCapitalCreation} + b_6 \text{RelationalCapital} + b_7 \text{ConfidenceCreation} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

This specific rule can be important in the case where public organizations invests in car sharing.

The car sharing profits model of the private sector is expressed by:

\[ Y_i = \text{ProfitsFleets} = a_1 + b_1 \text{AverageRentalPrice} + b_2 \text{RentalAverageDuration} + b_3 \text{RentalDays} + b_4 \text{AverageFleetUse%} + b_5 \text{Employees} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

A specific car service can be performed by considering fleet management and fleet rental. A marketing index suitable for fleet service can be the estimation of car sharing rental days. The car sharing rental days for fleet is estimated by:

\[ Y_i = \text{RentalDays} = a_1 + b_1 \text{ProfitsFleets} + b_2 \text{RentalNumber} + b_3 \text{RentalAverageDuration} + b_4 \text{AveragePriceRentalDays} + b_5 \text{AverageFleetUse%} + b_6 \text{Employees} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)
where:

\[
\text{AverageFleetUse}\% = a_1 + b_1 (\text{Employees}) + b_2 (\text{Profits}) + b_3 (\text{RentalDays}) + b_4 (\text{AveragePriceRentalDays})
\]

\[
\text{Employees} = a_1 + b_1 (\text{Profit}) + b_2 (\text{AverageRentalPrice}) + b_3 (\text{RentalAverageDuration}) + b_4 (\text{RentalDays}) + b_5 (\text{AverageFleetUse}\%)
\]  

\( (10) \)
In Fig. 15 is illustrated as example the linear regression output of the model \( Yi=\text{ProfitFleets} \): an increase trend is estimated thus conforming that investments in car sharing of fleet are strategic.

\[
y = 463x - 927647 \\
R^2 = 0.9994
\]

![Figure 15. Module 2 output: ProfitFleets trends versus the year.](image)

4.3.2.1 Car sharing model: correlation matrix approach

In order to understand how the variables are correlated has been executed the correlation matrix algorithm. In Fig. 16 is illustrated a second example of MAM model embedding the ‘Correlation Matrix module’ (module 2 related to an algorithm which calculates the Pearson’s correlation coefficient [28]-[29]). Figure 17 shows the correlation results enhancing relationships between variables adopted for the calculus of the \( \text{ProfitFleets} \). The Correlation Matrix allows to perform a deeply analysis of the analytical model finding groups of correlated variables having a major weight (see red color up and down the diagonal), and variables having a negative correlation (see \( \text{Employee} \) variable thus indicating that an increase of \( \text{Employee} \) value provides a partial decrease of the \( \text{ProfitFleets} \)).

![Figure 16. MAM model implementing Correlation Matrix algorithm.](image)
5. Conclusion

The paper proposes a methodology able to improve a BI model embedded into an information system of an industry working in car services. The model and the adopted research can be generalized for other industry sectors. Following ‘Frascati’ guidelines are discussed some facilities generating decision making such as data flow automatism and advanced analytical models. The work is focused on the implementation of the multilevel analytics model – MAM - characterized by two levels of analytics stages; the first one is related to the analysis of each single variable (module 1), and the second one is related of an advanced analysis performed by data mining and analytical models (module 2). For data mining has been applied the K-Means algorithms useful in the case of study for the clustering of the amounts of services. Concerning analytical models, the MAM has been applied also for the analysis the vehicle accident cases, and for the economics of car sharing and fleet sharing evolution and management, by processing open data and correlations between variables. According with simulation results external service could be important for industry strategy. Furthermore, by comparing accidents and fleet car sharing trends it is possible to improve BI strategies by focusing the attention on these services. In order to increase profits in fleet car sharing it is important to control the Employee value: correlation matrix provides an inversely proportional behaviour between Employee and ProfitFleets variables. The proposed analytical approaches are useful in order to simulate a BI strategies reading MAM model outputs. The MAM model is suitable for strategic marketing, and can be applied to different variables and data provided by the upgraded information system of Fig. 2. The results commented in this paper are a part of results obtained by the development of different joint projects.
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